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3 days later on, great news originated from Saber Twelve’s side. The people of the Earth 

Core Prison had been spoken to, and also they would send out individuals to Huaxia 

immediately. 

This was very vital information for Samuel, which was connected to whether he could 

recognize the info regarding Han Tianyang. 

If Han Tianyang was still active, he would be secured the Planet Core Jail. Regardless of how 

mystical this organization was, Samuel would discover him. 

Hex Funding Bar. 

In Manfred’s office, aside from Saber Ttwelve and Manfred, also Johann did not deserve to 

show up right here today. 

” Bro Samuel, we need to send your friends to a specified place as they asked for. If there’s 

any kind of accident throughout this duration, they’ll leave immediately,” Saber Twelve said 

to Samuel. 

 

Samuel believed that he can satisfy individuals in the Earth Core Prison, yet he really did not 

expect them to be so careful. 

Currently, Saber Twelve secured two remedies. 

” What is this?” Samuel asked. 

 

” It can make people pale,” Saber Twelve clarified. 

Although his words were not really straight, Samuel understood the significance of Saber 

Twelve. It appeared that also Di Rat and also Guan Yong can not see individuals in the 

Planet Core Prison, and they would certainly not wake up unless they were inside the prison. 



” Exactly how can we guarantee their lives? They will certainly pass away of dehydration if 

they come under a coma for a long period of time,” Samuel asked. 

Saber Twelve trembled his head as well as claimed, “I’m unsure, yet this is their demand. If 

we do not do it, we won’t be able to do it.” 

” I understand.” After claiming that, Samuel left Hex Capital Nightclub. 

Di Rat lived in the residential areas of Cloud City. This would certainly be the only method 

for Di Rat to send signal to Samuel. 

After seeing Di Rat, Samuel reported the circumstance to Di Rat. 

Di Rat didn’t show any shock and stated, “It’s not surprising that the Planet Core Prison 

hasn’t been located for so many years. Without this strictness, it definitely can not be done, 

so it’s not weird.” 

” I thought about an opportunity on my means here,” Samuel claimed worriedly. 

” Do you assume that there’s no Planet Core Jail in this globe at all? In reality, individuals 

they took with them were all killed?” Di Rat claimed. 

Samuel responded. This opportunity was not non-existent. Several countries were seeking 

the Planet Core Jail. But until now, there was no info about the Planet Core Jail. If it was just 

a whitewash, Samuel did not think it was feasible. The Planet Core Prison did not exist at all. 

If those people were all eliminated, then it could clarify why nobody might locate the Planet 

Core Jail. 

Given that it did not exist, it was not surprising that he could not locate it. 

” Those nations have actually currently tested this suggestion of your own. Individuals they 

sent to explore this issue have actually injected the Life Book into their bodies. If they are 

dead as well as their life qualities quit, they will certainly receive the information, but as far 

as I understand, this kind of circumstance hasn’t took place yet,” said Di Rat. 

Samuel increased his brows. He was too egotistic. Exactly how could those countries who 

were going to explore the Planet Core Jail fall short to think of such a simple point? 



” If my grandfather remains in the Planet Core Prison, I will certainly find a means to 

discover the Earth Core Jail as well as save him. If there is no news as well as you do not 

have the capacity to burst out, you will have to wait on death in the Planet Core Prison for 

the rest of your life,” Samuel claimed. 

” For people like me, jail is the best belonging. If there is truly an area that can trap me for a 

life time, it’s additionally a good thing,” Di Rat stated with a smile. 

Samuel said with a wry smile, “You are a freak. I guess I can just fulfill one in my life.” 

Di Rat grinned happily and also said, “Everybody’s search is various. In order to secure 

Yvonne much better, You …”. 

Di Rat intended to talk but stopped on second thought. He smiled awkwardly as well as 

acted that he had actually not claimed anything. 

Once something unclothed his mouth, he would pass away. 

 


